NOTES:

1. CAUTION: ANY INSTALLATION, OPERATION, INSPECTION OR MAINTENANCE OF THE EQUIPMENT Covered in this Document Must Be Performed by Qualified Persons, and All Persons Are Recommended read the VISA/45000-4010. THIS DOCUMENT has Been Prepared Only for Such Qualified Persons and Is Not Intended to be a substitute for adequate training in the use of this equipment. Before performing the operations described in this document, the necessary safety procedures relative to this type of equipment must be consulted.

2. Diagram reflects both non-fused switches open and both starter energy operators closed.

3. Code Explanation:

- Device Identification
- Device Terminal
- Device Wiring
- Device Name

S&C ELECTRIC COMPANY

S&C SOURCE-TRANSFER
PAD MOUNTED GEAR
DETAIL REFERRED DIAGRAM

Revised 2/22/2011 Removal of all alternative components.

S&C Autorestore K10x for S&C.

Vallejo Station Drawings
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